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Background on JRC Research
The JRC has a more than 25 years long history of R&D on high-level radioactive waste
management, supporting the EU-Member States needs and priorities with the output from
its unique array of infrastructures, facilities, analytical instruments, knowledge base and
staff competence1. A broad spectrum of experimental activities is carried out, taking stock
of a continuous effort to develop state of the art and innovative investigation techniques.
The key scientific-technological challenge in this domain is the implementation of the
disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-level wasteforms (e.g. vitrified waste) in a geologic
repository. The aim of the scientific investigations performed by JRC is to increase
confidence in the safety of disposal solutions. The scientific data and knowledge generated
feeds the modelling of the long-term processes and reduces uncertainties in the associated
Safety Assessment. In the case of geological disposal the goal is to demonstrate the very
long-term stability of the "waste package" and thereby the safety of disposal concepts in
different formations (e.g. granite, salt, clay). Short term experiments under accelerated
conditions are designed and conducted to understand relevant material corrosion
mechanisms in groundwater and/or to assess the evolution and resistance of the waste
form against radioactive decay effects and damage. Modular concepts for multiple
spectroscopic characterizations of surfaces under controlled conditions have been
developed and are available for testing. Facilities for the synthesis of tailor-made materials
(e.g. thin films with well controlled compositions) are used to prepare specimens for single
effect experimental studies. Confidence in the safety assessment is deepened by the
development of state of the art and innovative analysis methods to determine relevant
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The policy support to the Commission Services and the Member States focuses on the
implementation of the Nuclear Waste Directive (Council Directive 2011/70/Euratom of 19 July 2011,
establishing a Community framework for the responsible and safe management of spent fuel and
radioactive waste, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32011L0070&qid=1397211079180).
This includes establishing implementation guidance for the Member States, and supporting DG ENER
in review and assessment of the Member States notifications and progress reporting.

"difficult" isotopes (e.g. 79Se, 14C) present in low concentration in spent fuel systems.
Improving accuracy in general is becoming a major issue as EU-Member States are getting
close to start operating the repositories. The data obtained is used as input in models and
codes to predict the long-term evolution (e.g. up to 1 million years) of the waste-loaded
repository site. Other radioactive waste forms for which technical solutions are still not fully
defined (such as graphite materials and poorly defined legacy wastes), and nuclear fuel cycle
back-end solutions based on fuel recycling and minimization of long-lived radiotoxic content
in the waste are also investigated.

Ongoing key projects and research
With several countries now planning interim storage of fuel for longer than 100 years, JRC is
refocussing R&D efforts onto spent fuel management issues, including handling,
transportation, long-term interim storage and retrievability thereafter. Ageing processes
that may cause mechanical degradation of spent fuel rods are characterised; bending and
impact load resistance tests are performed to assess consequences of hypothetical spent
fuel handling or transportation accidents.
With many installations reaching the end of their operational life, and a complete phase out
of nuclear energy foreseen in some EU-Member States, nuclear decommissioning is an
important issue coming to the fore. The JRC research activities in this area encompass
decommissioning of conventional and non-conventional nuclear installations, and even of
degraded facilities following an accident. Today, decommissioning of conventional nuclear
power plants and facilities is achieved industrially. Here, process improvements and cost
savings are the envisaged dimensions benefitting EU citizens. In contrast, decommissioning
of non-conventional facilities, including damaged sites, and facility remediation are alive
with unknowns and uncertainties: dedicated R&D is thus essential to achieve industrial
maturity. JRC’s R&D efforts in this area aim at developing synergies with its own operational
decommissioning, which encompasses a broad array of tasks and challenges. In particular,
the operational decommissioning programme carried out at the JRC-Ispra site provides a
suitable testing ground for new and promising analytical techniques and characterization
methods originating from various nuclear R&D programmes of JRC. In all cases, improved
assay methods will lead to free release of larger quantities of materials, while the
development and qualification of portable and efficient analytical methods will enable
timely and inexpensive measurements, leading to improved efficiency of the process. The
ultimate goal will include achieving solutions that can be leveraged and applied elsewhere.
The activities carried out by JRC in the domain of nuclear waste management and
decommissioning are not limited to knowledge generation aspects. For instance, JRC is
interested in investigating socio-political aspects associated with the public perception of
nuclear waste management issues, including factors shaping them in the current European

context. JRC is directly involved in developing a proposal to implement Joint R&D
Programming among the Member States; the role of JRC includes both to be a Research
Actor of a joint R&D work-programme and to contribute developing governance and
implementing structures. Furthermore, JRC is entrusted with the lead in establishing the
corresponding Knowledge Management platform, to preserve and make it accessible for
future generations of experts and stakeholders. During the last few years, several PhD
students have carried out experimental activities at JRC in fulfilment of their doctoral
project on research topics related (fully or partially) to nuclear waste management and
decommissioning. Typically, on a given year 2-3 students have been working full time at JRC
with several more students visiting our facilities for shorter stays.
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